FIX-REVOCO
Pre-mixed cement for RENDERS on walls. It is a CONSISTENT
QUALITY mortar, for when a safe, durable and fast
application is needed.
Appropriate substrates for using FIX-REVOCO:
u FIX-REVOCO can be applied as render on walls made of
brick, concrete, mortar, cement slabs...
u These substrates must be clean, sturdy, solid, not
disintegrating, etc.
u Ambient temperature should be between +5°C and
+35°C.
Preparing the substrate:
Firstly, choose one of the two cases:
u Are you applying render in an interior location?
- check on the substrate's absorption. How is that done?
- using a brush, dampen the substrate with water.
- touch the substrate with your hand: if your hand is
wet, make sure you do NOT dampen the substrate
before applying the render.
- however, if your hand is NOT wet when you touch
the substrate, then you MUST dampen the substrate
before applying the render.
u Are you applying render in a swimming pool?
- If you have concerns about substrate absorption in
these cases, then it is doubtlessly better to apply a first
coat of adhesive grout beforehand, mixing 1 part
PRIMFIX liquid adhesive with 1 part Portland cement.

A "plastic" consistency mortar.
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ATTENTION
uFIX-REVOCO must be
mixed only with water.
Do NOT add sand.
uDo not use FIX-REVOCO
for purposes other than
those indicated.
uFIX-REVOCO is not a
mortar for laying tile.

Adhesive grout: PRIMFIX + pure Portland cement.

Preparing FIX-REVOCO mortar:
u Mix with 2.5 litres of water for every 25 kg of FixREVOCO.
u Mix in a cement-mixer or with a mixer.
uMix it until the mortar has a plastic consistency and is
pleasant to the touch. If necessary, add a bit more
water, but not too much.

Firstly, apply a thin coat.

MORTAR SCREEDS

1ST STEP: VERY IMPORTANT
u Apply a first coat of FIX-REVOCO with the thin part of the
plastering trowel.

2ND STEP: Spread the mortar
u Once the thin coat mentioned above has been extended, all
that's left is to fill in the space between the two screeds, and
level it...
Firstly, apply a thin coat.

3RD STEP: Levelling
u As if it were ordinary mortar, level
the surface the usual way.

Use the usual tools.

Use the usual tools.

4th STEP (optional): Smoothing
u If the thinnest possible layer of FIX-REVOCO is desired, it can
be easily smoothed using a thin plastering trowel.

If necessary, it can also be smoothed.

COVERAGE:
Adhesive grout

Portland: 0.2 kg/m2

(when needed)

PRIMFIX: 0.2 l/m2

FIX-REVOCO

15-18 kg/m2 per cm. of thickness
(always depending on the level of compactness)

Consistent quality renders.
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